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CALL FOR TOOL DEMONSTRATIONS
The International Conference on Software Reuse (ICSR) is the premier international conference in the field of software reuse. The main goal 
of ICSR is to present the advances and improvements within the wider area of software reuse, as well as to promote interaction between 
researchers and practitioners.

The ICSR Tool Demonstrations enable industry and academic researchers to share their ideas and present the state of the art and practice in 
Software Reuse. ICSR 2016 presents an excellent opportunity for researchers and professional software engineers to present their working 
tools and systems to the Software Reuse community.
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Georgia Kapitsaki (University of Cyprus, Cyprus)

Eduardo Almeida (Federal University of Bahia, Brazil)

Important Dates
Submission: 28 January 2016
Notification: 20 February 2016

www.cyprusconferences.org/icsr2016

Program co-chairs

Get in touch
ACADEMIC MATTERS

If you have questions regarding your submission, or academic 
related inquiries, please use the contact details below:

DR. GEORGIA M. KAPITSAKI

www.cs.ucy.ac.cy/~gkapi

University of Cyprus
Department of Computer Science
gkapi@ucy.ac.cy

T: (+357) 22 892 692

LOCAL ARRANGEMENTS

For local matters, including accommodation, reservations, conference 
registration, transfers etc. please use the contact below:

EASY CONFERENCES

info@easyconferences.eu
www.easyconferences.eu

T: (+357) 22 591 900

F: (+357) 22 591 700

Frederik Kramer (Otto-von-Guericke-Universitat Magdeburg, initOS, Germany)

Industry fair / Tools chair

Summary

Submission Instructions
We invite proposals for tool demonstrations on any topics related to software reuse. Tools suggesting their reuse recommendations directly in 
IDEs (such as Eclipse etc.) are especially welcome.

All selected tools will be presented during the conference in two ways:
  •  A formal lecture-style presentation session
  •  An informal demo session where individuals can walk around, ask specific questions, and interact with the tools.

Submissions should not exceed four pages in proceedings format. Proposals for tool demonstrations should be sent to Frederik Kramer 
(frederik.kramer@initos.com). Demo papers are envisaged to appear as a technical report online. Authors are encouraged to share their tools 
and presentations as well as illustrative videos.


